Many large-scale image databases such as ImageNet were constructed only for single-label and coarse objectlevel classification, while multiple labels and fine-grained categories are often needed in real-world applications, yet very few such datasets exist publicly. In this work, we contribute to the community a new dataset called iMaterialist Fashion Attribute (iFashion) to address this problem in the fashion domain. The dataset was constructed from over one million fashion images with a label space that includes 8 groups of 228 fine-grained attributes in total. The result is the first known million-scale multi-label and fine-grained image dataset. We conduct experiments and provide baseline with various CNN models. Importantly, we demonstrate models pre-trained on iFashion can achieve better transfer learning performance on fashion-related tasks than ImageNet or other fashion datasets.
Introduction
Recent deep learning models trained on large-scale datasets have significantly advanced various computer vision tasks, and the performance on existing image classification benchmarks such as ImageNet [2] has reached the saturation point [5, 15, 6] . New datasets need to be created to tackle more challenging problems, such as multi-label classification and fine-grained recognition. On the other hand, domain-specific datasets have raised a lot of interest, especially in fashion domain [18, 12, 4] . In light of this, we introduce an iMaterialist Fashion Attribute Dataset (iFashion), which includes over one million annotated fashion images where the labels are curated by fashion experts. The label space includes 8 groups and a total of 228 fashion attributes, as described in Table 1 .
iFashion presents a few unique challenges. Firstly, it is a multi-label prediction problem and the models are evaluated by precision and recall. Most existing datasets created for multi-label image recognition are limited in scale, such as PASCAL VOC [3] , COCO [11] and NUS-WIDE [1] , which have about 6K, 80K and 160K training images from 20, 80 and 81 categories, respectively. Both learning difficulty and annotation effort would be increased considerably when the number of categories increases.
Secondly, many fashion attributes in iFashion are finegrained labels and have very similar visual patterns. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , in the group of Neckline, identifying fine-grained visual difference on the defined fashion pattern (Neckline) between classes of U -necks and Shoulder is particularly challenging because the images often have large visual diversity within each class. This is much more significant than the subtle distinctions between different classes on the defined fashion pattern, resulting in significantly larger intra-class diversity than inter-class variance. This gives rise to new challenges compared to existing benchmarks for fine-grained recognition where images often have similar visual appearance with low intra-class diversity, such as CUB-200-2011 database [16] and Stanford Cars database [9] . More details on related studies with full comparisons between existing datasets are presented in the supplementary material.
The goal of iFashion is to encourage research on a more complex task toward real-world applications, by jointly considering multi-label and fine-grained image recognition with a hierarchical label structure. Our major contributions are: (i) the first known million-scale image dataset with multiple fine-grained attribute labels curated by experts; (ii) extensive experiments were conducted by using recent CNN models for multi-label and fine-grained recognition tasks, providing meaningful baseline results; (iii) we demonstrate empirically that iFashion is valuable for transfer learning on other fashion related datasets and applications.
iFashion Dataset
We describe the details of iFashion database. All images in iFashion are provided by Wish. We collected 1M+ fashion images by randomly sampling across individual attribute classes. All the images were pre-tagged by humans using an organically grown taxonomy. Then these tags were mapped to our taxonomy. Please refer to the supplementary material for post-processing steps we applied to improve Table 1 . The number of classes, type (single-label or multi-label), number of labels and images for each attribute group in iFashion. dataset quality. This results in iFashion database having 228 fine-grained attribute-level classes form 8 high-level groups defined professionally from the fashion industry. It contains 1,012,947 images for training, 9,897 and 39,706 manuallycleaned images for validation and testing.
Dataset statistics. The numbers of images and labels provided for each group are listed in Table 1 . As can be found, the "Gender" group has a label in 92.3% images of the training set, while the "Pattern" group just has labels in 30.8% images. Histogram for the number of labels per image is shown in Fig. 2 , where the number of labels per image is ranged from 1 to 23, with an average Fig. 3 , where 31 classes have <500 training images, while 88 classes are with >10K images, indicating significant data imbalance. In addition, recognition difficulty is changed significantly over different high-level groups or attribute-level classes. Fig. 4 shows top-8 recalls for attribute-level classes, and the average top-1 recalls for 8 groups correspond to Table 1 Our database considers large scale (million level), multiple labels (with group structure), and fine-grained recognition jointly for fashion recognition, setting it apart from existing datasets which were often designed for investigating each individual problems. In particular, our fine-grained classes are created structurally based on multiple groups of fashion attributes, which are professionally defined, such as "pattern", "neckline" and "color", as shown in Fig. 1 . This allows it to have significantly larger intra-class variance than inter-class diversity, making it more challenging than existing fine-grained or fashion-related benchmarks. Our database sets a new challenge for CNNs to learn finegrained distinctions between such structurally-defined patterns automatically from the provided data and labels.
Evaluation Metrics. Inspired by Wu et al. [17] , we employ micro recall, micro precision and mean-F1 for measuring multi-label recognition. The "micro" means it is a measure over all images. We select top-8 output scores as the predicted results for each image as there are 8 labels on average for each image in the validation set. The evaluation metrics are computed via precision (P) and recall (R):
where C is the number of classes, N t i is the number of images correctly predicted for the i-th class. N p i and N g i are the numbers of predicted images and ground truth images. We apply the cross-entropy loss as
where C is the number of classes, P and Q denote a ground truth binary vector and the predicted probability scores.
Experiments, Baselines and Comparisons
We conduct experiments by using recently proposed CNN models, and provide baseline results with discussions. Furthermore, extensive experiments are also conducted on two fashion databases, Clothes-1M [18] and DeepFashion [12] , for investigating the transfer learning capability.
Baseline Results
We report results on the validation set and private test set in Table 2 , by using Inception-V1 [14] , Inception-BN [8] , Inception-V3 [15] , and ResNet [5] . Experimental settings 1M + 50K -79.9 Patrini et al. [13] 1M + 50K -80.4 Table 3 . Transfer learning on Clothes-50K.
are described in the supplementary material. From the Inception family, we found that a deeper network Inception-V3 outperforms Inception-V1 and Inception-BN on both validation and test sets. But surprisingly, the results of Inception-V1 are slightly better than that of Inception-BN.
We hypothesize that such results may due to the complexity of our database which is significantly more difficult than single-label ones. Therefore, training CNNs from our dataset may require more local supervised information, and Inception-V1 and Inception-V3 have multiple loss functions to enhance local supervision. This challenge has not been fully investigated in the community, and may open new research interests on multi-label classification with hierarchical label structures. For data imbalance, we implemented a weighted binary cross entropy loss [12] , and obtained 0.7% improvement with Resnet architecture.
Transfer Learning
To investigate the generalization ability of CNNs learned from iFashion, we compare it with various related databases used as source domain for transfer learning. We transfer the learned models from different source domains to new small-scale target domains: Clothes-50K [18] and Deep-Fashion [12] . Inception-BN [8] is used as the model, with regular training and fine-tuning schemes. Transfer learning to Clothes-50K. Clothes-50K is a subset of Clothes-1M [18] . It has 50K training images from 14 categories and 14,312 validation images. Two groups of experiments are conducted. First, we train Inception-BN from 4 source databases, and fine-tune them on the Clothes-50K. Second, we train Inception-BN from the iFashion, Deep-Fashion and ImageNet, and then fine-tune the pre-trained CNNs by using the Clothes-1M and Clothes-50K sequentially, by following previous approaches implemented on the Clothes-1M and Clothes-50K. Results on the validation set of Clothes-50K are reported in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , by using Clothes-50K as training data, the pre-trained model from iFashion obtains the best performance with 78.9% average accuracy. It outperforms the other three pre-trained models by large margins, particularly ImageNet with 74.9%. This suggests that with a similar data scale, our database has stronger generalization capability to fashion-related tasks than the object-centralized ImageNet. Compared with fashion-related DeepFashion or Clothes-1M, iFashion is larger in scale and has higher label quality, resulting in better generalization performance. More detailed comparisons and discussions are presented in the supplementary material.
In the second group of experiments, iFashion pre-trained models consistently outperform ImageNet and DeepFashion, but the impact of pre-trained models is decreased when the amount of training data is increased from 50K to 1M+. Furthermore, our result of 80.5% is better than those of recent approaches specifically designed to handle noisy data in Clothes-1M, while our model, empowered by iFashion, just employs a simple and straightforward fine-tuning method, with an off-the-shelf CNN. Transfer learning on DeepFashion. DeepFashion [12] has 46 classes with 209,222 training images and 40,000 validation images, which were manually cleaned and annotated. We investigate the transfer capability of three millionlevel databases: ImageNet, Clothes-1M and iFashion. We train Inception-BN models individually on each of the three databases, and then fine-tune them on DeepFashion. Results are compared in Table 4 .
The results are consistent with those on Clothes-50K: (i) all pre-trained models improved the performance over that of training from scratch; (ii) iFashion obtains the best performance on all terms, demonstrating its stronger capability for transfer learning; (iii) with iFashion pre-training, we can achieve state-of-the-art results on DeepFashion, by simply using an off-the-shelf Inception-BN. Interestingly, Ima-geNet pre-training has better performance than Clothes-1M, which may due to high-quality data with a number of overlapped fashion categories between ImageNet and Deepfashion, as analyzed in the supplementary material.
Conclusion
We present the iFashion dataset, which is the first known million-scale expertly curated image dataset with multilabel and fine-grained attributes. The aforementioned characteristics of the iFashion enable it to be relevant for realworld applications, particularly in fashion domain. The introduction of iFashion allows us to compare different approaches for multi-label learning, which we provide several baselines. Our experiments show that there is still large room to improve in this space. We also demonstrated the value of iFashion for transfer learning, where it outperforms the other well-known datasets on fashion recognition.
